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SOCIAL ASPECTS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

INTRODUCTION . ....... ■ . ■. , ■■ ..

: 1. The economic development of a country da^iiot be

separated from its social development. By "chafing living

' :: standards, by shifting ■traditional values, b/ creating new poles

of attraction or centres of interest, by introducing different

methods arid rythms of production, economic progress effects

changes in the social Structures which are as profound as the

' ' "difference between traditional procedures and the modern world.

; c ' : : ' 'Inversely, the conservatism" oif traditional structures, in—

'"■■-■: -'- 'flexibility of outlook- "or, on the contrary, ruthless disruption

.-m.:1---, -of the'social system under the impact of modern development may

"i--"±' '■" ■■■'• act as a brake oh economic progress. The' economic and social

r : ■ aspects of developmerit1 are also closely and constantly iJiter-

' ■' ■■■'• dependent.

;~;:' ' ': "■''2, Aware of this interdependence arid acting within its

tdriiis 6£ reference, the Economic Commission for Africa has not

■■°'"■■'* limited its workpro^amme to numerous projects'relating to

economic developmenti it has also included studies on the social

":0: - aspedts of this development. Thus its programme of work makes

I.-,;..... provision for a certain number of studies oii these aspects,

d'-'---- iiicludingi

■';:;■■:..:. .. •^^■rojQGt 01,07 which is designed to'evaluate the contri

bution which community development, o'onside'red as'a means of

integrating human resources, may make to1 the economic dwvelop-

:.u.ir.-.■*. ment of African oouiitriesj ■''■■■

':' " ^project '21 ;O2S » Agricultural DevelOpneni plans and pro-

■■*'■'■■■-■*- gramme** which provides for ttie examination Of the faotors in

volved ih the" trarisitibn from subsfs'terice to market agriculturej

- project 31.07, which is designed Ho study the possibilities

hfiOi. of■ applying the techniques of community development to urban

J-:J-:-^;3ri-ar9aB in Africa^. " "l

-'SemiharSj urbanisatibri • •.
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3* In addition to these systematic studies, which it

proposes making as part of its programme of work, the JJoonomic

Commission for Africa is undertaking a certain'number of

activities relating to the ..spe.oifiqally.social aspects of de

velopment without ever losing sight, howeyerr, of t]a.e fact

, . that these aspects are clpsely connected with economic develop

ment. It is prepared, for example, within the measure of its

t, . possibilities, to meet the^requests of governments vhich would

welcome, assistance in formulating their social plans or in

community development. These ^plans are, however, regarded as

. ,. forming part of a whole and social objectives are not separated

, , from the economic facts of development (Project 31.01). Similarly,

the commission has.started, and will continue in future years,

.. ,,., "to organise training courses for community.development specialists

... or planners^ these, are ye^ry advanced courses, similar to that

held in Dakar in November 1961. The prime cono^rn in .both the

. ..., . prograjmnes and the. 9rien^at:ion: ,of the course, is that there should

, "be a balance between tlje e.conomia..and:,s,.pcial,.^aoto.^;ss*

,- ■ Am .iWs-.-awarene;s^ of "tiie, close interdepep^encje of the social

p ;anA eoononiic aspects, 0^, development has, asi;in ^9^0, ,.led the

.. ..Economic,jPqjaimissio^ for.Africa, to draft .this document which

,.--rwis design:e& to, e^phasiae the most important pointft.of .the social

aspects of economic development to set certain p^cqfcilejns which

:• .■■-. 9.^W- .^0^.T^s-ea?rc^:^?-til a view to solving $h$. problem of inter

acting economic and social, .factors, .,,. ....

. .... ... In this ^context mention may be made.,,of: -., .

- the impact of economic development, on, rthe: .social structures

- the interdependence ,of certain ,soQi^,l fpjK3)leMs &xsn economic

:>. i.i;i.. development, part.icu.larly in -t^^.i'ield. pf,, rural develop-

. ..... . ;. vment, urbanisation and industrialization. ....

f %. v- the problems of. adaptation . „.

f This document is in np way exhaustive; it. merely traces

certain problems in broad outline with a view to the subsequent

development and organisation.of social research.
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lm of ^oonontiG Development. on.-Social Struct

Traditional Africa is characterised by a social organisation

in which the individual lives, acts and works as a member of

the group to which he belongs,^ whether this group be the family

or the village. All social, moral and economic life in the tra

ditional society is permeated by this Community structure; which

governs man's reactions. In his civil status, the methods of

production, his rights as a landowner, the sharing of consumer

goods, the individual is dependent upon the other members of

the community. In exchange for this subordination, howeverY

,»■*& gains a solidarity which affords him relative security, "The

efforts of the productive unit, confined to the family or the

village, are limited to providing its domestic needs* the unit

is enclosed within an-economy of subsistence, 'hie land,!the;

. natural resources are valued only insofar as they meet" the needs

of auto-consumption. Trade, which is negligible, is confined

..:to barter..; I* general this organisation is marked by:rudimentary

.specialization, depending upon caste cievaage, within a restricted

group. Techniques are outmoded, output is low, everything'pro

duced is consumed .by the group, leaving no margin for' savings
and auto-investmant. ■ ' :'

In short, an organisation which is undoubtedly of the present,

in its natural environment, but which is handicapped by a heavily

structured ultra-conservatism which confines the individual

within a web of community regulations. Thus, the individual's

effort is limited to working for the vital needs of the group,

.but his, society is: assured the minimum of security and stability.

. 6.. Under the impact of technical progress and of economic
factors, however, this society is undergoingprofound raodifio-
ation : ■ation*
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a) Social impact of certain economic factors

7« " Fit8t7'"©^"6n6mic"1di7el'^p£ent and,the emergence, of an

economic motive have exerted a profound influence on the former

social organisation. In an enclosed economy, the individual,

inevitab I7 limits his effort to satisfying his,own essential

needs or those of his family, he does not understand why he

should make a greater effort to accumulate goods which he will

not use. From the moment, however, when rural areas are opened

up to economic progress, the situation changes. , The...wish to

acquire new goods, fabrics, manufactured goods or implements

which will"facilitate his work.and enhance his prestige9 :or even

to adopt certain styles of living imported abroad often impel,

the peasant to make an effort to .acquire the resources,which .

will enable him to buy the desired goods* , -■ -.-:.

The psychological effect of economic progress ia a powerful

stimulus to tne introduction of. new farming methods and tiie ex

pansion of production, and agricultural development, in its turn>

facilitates the multiplication of these poles, of attraction and

develops the prestige motive,

"'i£ many regions of the Sahel, for example, the bicycle,,,

besides being of status symbol is also a production stimulus,

because the people increase their effort in order to.be able to

"buy one. In other places, as in Ashanti, the desire to own a

1 "house has been largely instrumental in extending the-production

of cocoa. In the Ivory Coast it is the desire to buy sumptuous

clothing which has inoited the Yacouba peasant to extend the

production of coffee. Many other such examples could be quoted.

Technical progress and the emergence of the economic motive

have, in many places, driv-"1- a rodge into the social organisation

of subsistence economy. Inversely; this modification of traditional

ultra conservatism has contributed ':o accelerated economic progress.

It would be interesting to undertake a study on the interaction of

the two factors.
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8# The development of means of communication and sooial

exchanges which have resulted from this situation have played,

and continue to play, an important role in changing Africa* social

structures. It was riot until the 19th century that this African

continent was really penetrated. Protected to the South and

West ty "by a forest "barrier, and to the North by the Sahara,.

African societies, particularly those of.tropical blapk Africa,

with the exception of the coastal populations which early on

had contacts with the outside world, lived for centuries in.

complete isolation. They rarely ventured "beyond the tribal circle,

"beyond their area/ This state of affairs encourages ultra

conservatism•'"

The opening up of vast means of communication, ..tra,oks and

then the railway, preceded- and mado possible economic progress.

These" relations were not, however, confined to commerce.

Gradually the individual has become accustomed to leave his

family circle and his village. Subsequently with additional

means of communication, which-have become .swifter and,cheaper,

tVm habit of travelling has spread. The bush-taxi has, become

"a social institution ■ ■ ' jl|i "■ - -■'-

"'"• l Thus, in the space of two years, the opening of:. the: road

oetweeh the Ivory Coast arid Guinea has transformed, socially

as'well as economically, the population who? despite the.fact

tnat'Sufopcens have toen in the area for forty yearar-;were

living'in the past. In Gabtfr. ? certain features of■ soiQial, life

iif tne forest area have been completely changed as the .result

of the 'advent of the aeroplanes forest communities; which, were

previously isolated from each other by a day!s marcher a day^

sailing are now connected*

The people have also come into, contaot,:with other organis*

ations, adopted different ways of life: horizons haye.widened,

cultural and social relationships have multiplied: when they have
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returned, to .^e_ir.; native village individuals have brought back

and. introduced new ideas,' the leaven of development, the more

developed influencing the less cLeveloped regions. Lines of

>.communication have also been.responsible,for the mingling,

the inter-reaction of civilisations, the importance for which

in African social development should not be v&a'^xeatimted*.

■, ■/.._ 9. The introduction of money, is another change factor.

In- traditional society when his production was directed almost

exclusively to meeting the bare needs of subsistnece, the

individual, hack no need of money, weights in gold, as in the

Baottle- or-Ashanti country, or even in cauerie sufficed to settle

the small trades effected locally. Most often, however, there

was barter$ trade in kind. .-, ■-..■■■■

■ The introduction of modern money,, which though small in

size. iB very valuable, whi,ch,is easy to keep and to handle, in

directly promotes, the disrugtion; of the traditional social..

■system. The natural plantations ,of oil palm trees, of Kola

^tttees, of precious wood, the crop fields,, the nut shrubs, the

-fruits of which formerly .were only exploited to supply the needs

of auto-consumption, assumed commercial value. Individuals,

-Who-were content, in the traditional environment, to own jointly

are making an effort tp.escape from this environment, to claim

■ their share of the weal^, which until now has been communal

and held in joint possession,, either to export it on their own

:■ Tbehalf and^reap. the ■.prpfit,in. money or to. sell it and trade, it

against monetary symbols:..r It. was money alone which permitted

v change an.cUwhich also, -jar a certain, extent, contributed to^the

.^industrialization of heritages and of families. .

L- - 10. : LabourJ.-Migra-t33Dns provoked by economic development,

- also exert an. influence, on. social development. The extent of

this; Influence varies according to the nature of the migrations.

In general the migrations are temporary or seasonal, and are made
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from relatively poor regions where under—employment is most

severe to the rioh lands where there is a demand for labour.

Such is the nature of the seasonal migrations of the

"nave'tanes11 of Upper Guinea or of the River Senegal to the

grount-«iut growing areas of Senegal j such also is the nature

of the temporary migrations of the Mossis to the forest farms

or plantations of the Basse CStej or of the people of Niger

to Nigeria. These migrants do not cut themselves of£ from their

native background} they bring back to their villafcej with their

savings whi'oh restore the balanoe of family budgets, new methods,

new ways of life and also new ideas.

'The results of the semi-permanent or permanent migrations

to urban areas have been identical, when the migrants maintain

their cohesion and their links...:with i.-their native communities.

Sometimes, even, as for instance with the Bameleke"e of Douala,

tribes combine. In such oases, the influence of 'ft'e town on

the rural community may be &rea:t and symbiosis may ensue.

When, however, the migrants settle permanently in the town,

gradually they form a "melting-pot", and the social influence

'of this economic migration'on the rural environment declines.

11. This leads us to the sooial aspects of another

problem provoked by eoonomic development; that is, the connection

between the rural exodus and the growth of towns. In reality

t£ey are the two sides, of the .same problem, because inhere is

■_a_ close correlation between the abandonment of the. Afrioan

countryside and the extension of the cities. The under—

development of the rural sector, the mediocre living conditions

which often prevail in such.areas, cause the peasants,

.particularly the young ones, to leave .the country for.the town,

wixich ,beoome poles of attraction because of all the facilities,

the employment opportunities, the superior infrastructure and

the more attractive living conditions they offer* This attraction
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is even stronger when the town is the centre of industrial

expansion which enhances the labour market. The poorer the

neighbouring rural area the greater is the attraction of towns.

This desertion of the countryside is serious,, because it

is not, in general, counterbalanced by an increase in population.

Not only does it drain certain rural: areas of their active sectors

but, from the social point of view, it changes,the traditional

balance and does not substitute anything in lieu.

This phenomenon of urbanisation is inevitable because

it is a consequence of eoonomic development, softened,.perhaps,

in its social consequences by a policy of stabilisation of the

rural areas. Studies aimed at finding an harmonious balance

between the urban and rural development appear desirable.

b, Disruption of the balance of the traditional society.

12. The changes wrought in the social sector under the

impact of eoonoraic development provoke a certain number of social

oonsequenoes, some of whioh had affeqted economic development.

-; :. ..-jThe first of these consequences was 7th.e -disruption of the

■traditional family unit.. The cohesion of the extended family,

^composed of all members descending from ;the;-samejstook, is

gradually disappearing. The customary authority of the head of

tie' family is deolining* Authority with respect to work division,

the distribution of land and resources,; the management of the joint

wealth is losing ground. In many localities, for tie reasons

mentioned above, the youngest members of the 'community are tending

"to break the traditional barriers and. to live, apart from the

community, in a restricted family. In the Basse C6He-of West

Africa, the family is tending to divide into smaller groups, to

form a closer but perhaps more cohesive unit of production* Man

works more willingly when lie knows that his wSrfc'will bring direct

profit to him or his children instead of going to-swell the joint

fund of the community. From certain points of view> this new

unit seems to act as a grea-ter wMifilufih to the development of

eoonomic effort*
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Economic reasons of another sort, particularly the increasing

difficulties of everday life and the high sums that may have to be paid

as marriage allowances may result, in certain cases to monogamy,

particularly' in urban areas^. Inversely, economic reasons and the task

of running the family farm may, as in certain of the Cameroons and

Iteer Volta regions prolong the practice of small-scale polygamy in

rural areas. - ■ " .■■■■•■ ■

Thus, under the pressure of economic faotors:, African family

structure is changing and, in its turn, the new morphology influences

all production methods.

r. ioi; ;M: , is not the only consequence of the disruption

of the traditional group under the impact of economic development.

Gleveages in Society are tending to aggravate separation ".into

groups depending upon tribe or language.

Oke problem of differences between generations may not be

peculiar to Africa, but it does appear to be particularly■serious in

Afrioa because the differences dividing the generations is greater than

in industrialised countries. There is a clash between two, different

worlds, two different outlooks, a situation,which is not particularly

propitious to the establishment of social harmony and equilibrium.

What is even graver perhaps is the,division which is. arising.particular

ly in rural areas, between men and women of the same generation.

In many cases the man has been influenced by progress, has been

to school, ^has ventured beyond his tribal confines, has adopted a"new

outlook,, whereas in. the case of the woman the traditional group,'as if

realising that,she is its last stronghold, does all it can to keep her

from the modernizing influences of the school and of travel/ ""'""*

Consequently the condition of woman does not improve and "the more

developed the man the. greater is the difference separating hiVfroin' the woman.

14. In addition to these social cleveages there are t& divisions

which have sprung up as the result of the economy's diversification. Whereas

in traditional rural society man was to a certain extent polyvalent the advent

of Ooonom-io development has led to profession*!^, to th. dislocation of
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agriculturists, Africans who farm on a ..large scale

and employ salaried workersj,$£a&e.8men, craftsmen, public

offiqiala* . Simultaneously there is an emergence of class

consciousness.wi^h the confliction of interests that this entails

and which sometimes aggravates tribal rivalry. Although the caste

system is a survival from the times when,traditional society was

divided into groups, the appearance of olass consciousness is ., :

the consequenoe of economic dcvelopcie nt.

15* Finally? society is "being divided into two groups of

very- unequal st&bngthi as t*h© oosult of different lining conditions

■and of a very different sce-io-^economib and cultural "backgrounds

On.rthe one side there are the. fcikral masses >who represent 80 —

of the population, whc livje preoariouei^V who are still bound "

by traditional structures based on a subsistence economy and on

group solidarity but whoso background is tending.to crumble before

another fo:?-« of support has time to replace the old* ...

On the othor side, there are the urban minorities of recent -z

standing, who arc as yet ill adapted to the thraldom.of town

life, who arc situated half—way betwsen traditional community

life and individualistic society, and. who are but. slowly,

asgtoilated into the new depersonalised city populations.

" lidutvtilessj thero is ro fundamental difference between these

two groups, • First, tiiere arc those people who living on the '

fringes of town-and country, part?. ;ipcJ;3 in both urban and

rural lifej then there are the ^eiporary migrants who aot is a

bridge-between the two groups, proVenting a split.'1 It is obvious,

howevsrj-- that thero is inter-roactibn between the :uriban minorities

:and the rural masses whoso ■wa.ys of living, social ebneepte and

r.e^onomio interest differ, an: inter^reaction which most often

: militates against the rural: areas ■ ■ ~ j;
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o* Search for a "balance compatible .with, economic development*

It is- desirable that, solutions should he found which would

permit.,these two; trends to develop in harmony. Similarly,,., .an

.endeavour should he. in.ade.to supply the African masses, whose tra-

.-ditional structure, is crumbling, with a.new social and eoonomio

prop-whichrwill enable them to adapt themselves to the exigencies

of modern life. .=. ■ ...■■■■ :i::.

17. The fact that certain fashions have/been/borrowed from

industrialised countries, that new methods and facilities have

taken the place.of the old, that improved techniques have/been

introduced and modern infrastructure installed, that the oultural

. evidences of progress have "been adopted may give the impression

that this adaptation is complete,.or almost complete. In fact

.however,, there is;.a lag between ,the material and teobjiioal pro-

>grees whioh is changing the face,.of Afrioa - a change which gains

in. momentum;aSitechniques are multipliQdr and tl*e transformation

of the outlooks and social structures of the African massess

which, inevitably.; occurs much, more slowly. . ....

.A choice has to "be made: either, the new standards of

teohnical aad: economic progress are.imposedj^ the. assumption,

vthat the-heoessary psychological and social, adaptations will

Hutomatioaliy follow and that man will submit to them - a po.14.cy

wMchoausqs such:.,complete upheaval that it is difficult tp.esoape

from the consequences - or there is an attempt ;;to,promo;t,eo.rapid

■ economic and teohnical development while at the same time en

deavouring to find a-meariQ, where"by man's...adaptatioil rto.the. new

structures :wdll he jrna4.e, easier, and. which will enable hM tov

-discover a new prop . compatible with economic objectives- It is

essential tthat such a. prop should/he found for there can. "be no

economic reform if: there is socia^.c44.so^';derf >. . . ' ^ \

- -LogELGoand expedience would saam, to favour the second solution

tafces aocoun.t of the interdependenos ^of social and eoonomio
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UTEOlR-DSPENDSffCl. OF CBRTAITT SOCIAL PROBLEMS AM) JCONOLIC DJJt

.- - c--'Av Rtjj'al development'.'-■-'-- -• ::'-;. ■ " .-'.: ...'..>:^_1^:-;:.:'V... •"'

18. The industrialisation of Afrioa may be advocated and

desir'ed, but large industry is bound up with the resources 6f:

the subsoil and energy, and many African countries are at present

poorly endowed with such resources. " Uhiil circumstances "change,

"Africa's economic development rests, apart from manufacturing

industries, on the development of the rural areas. . ■

l) Bottlenecks * "■

19* Rural development is, however, hampered by a certain

number of social or socio-economio bottlenecks*-'

One of these obstacles'is the gerontooratio nature of social

organisation in rural areas. Traditional communities are governed

by the old folk, the notables, that isi to say, by old men who

are deemed to be wise, experienced and acquainted with,customs.

How, these old people are less susceptible to progress than^the

"ybuKgj they endeavour, either through Self-interest or through

conviction, to prevent the community adopting new forms,;and

they maintain a conservatism which impedes developments The young

people are compelled either to bend to the will of the elders,

or, if they are strong-willed, to leave the co^rrraity where they

no longer find land or the possibility to develop: This ie why certain

countries/ such as Senegal, the Ivory Coast and Guinea, axe en—

" deavouring to replaoe these traditional gerontocracies by-new

structures which may assist economic development. '■ ■■■'■"..

£b. Clan and community code of behaviour is another obstacle.

In: £ society where everyone knows everyone else, this :code:t©hds

to attach more importance to prestige' gdods than to consumer

go'oiis for the masses." Prestige may be derived from the possession

of several wives/' ofa large flock which is -haarded> of gold,

jewels, etc* Sometimes, however, the striving after prestige

'nfay' result in economic success. Furthermore', -although the

solidarity imparted by clan ethics may have &• beneficial effect

by assuring a minimum of security to the individual, it may,, on
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the. other hand turn into social parasitism and impede develop

ment; in such circumstances it may also be an obstacle in the

.., way of the accumulation of sayings, for surplus income is spent on

solidarity and not on pro^ptive..investment j it may also suppress

initiative because success entails the obligation to meet the

aeeds of the whole group. However, this feeling of solidarity

may* provided the people are prepared for it, assist modern

cooperative morements.which call for-a community spirit.

21. . Under-nourishment, but particularly malnutrition and

inadequate hygiene which poses a medioo-sooial problem, also

hamper economic, development, malnutrition; by depriving man

of a. normal balance and of the minimum daily calory intake ,

prevents him from making the effort necessary to farqi his land

'.intensively, Despite the. prcgress achieved as the result of

prophylactic oampaigns, the prevalence of endemic diseases, such

as., malaria in West Africa, or .onchooerosis, hampers rural

development* Certain areas of alluvial- land possess, great

development possibilities, but their exploitation is, postponed

_or retarded by their insalubrity. Finally, the high rate of

stillbirths ,and. infantile mortality which still prevails in many

regions of Africa impedes demographic growth.

ii) Agrarian structures and man's effort*

22. The development of rural economy is closely bound to

agrarian structures, and these structures in turn depend upon

social structures. The way in which the soil is used and developed

conditions man's effort, for man will increase his output only

to the extent that he is assured of a certain stability and if

he is able to reap the profit of the improvements he makes to

■his land or of the work he invests in it.

23. Although, quantitatively, the problem of land availability

does not seem to oocur in Africa, beoause of the existence of

large uncultivated areas, nevertheless it does arise when the
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land is fertile*-when agricultural sectors assume va'.vue beoause

of"the institution of infrastructure or when there is a move to

cultivate previously unoccupied land. Sot all the systems of

land ownership are favourable to economic development,

24. In "tho first plaoe, there are still feudal structures

where the land belongs to a bi& landowner or"to a religious communityj

a part of'the product passes to the landowner and the peasant's

position is precarious since he gets only modest reward for his

effort. This system is unpropitious to development, but it is

■the exception. '' . . . -

25» Ootdmunity ownership and development of the land is,

on the other hand, much more prevalent. £n these cases, the

land belongs to the community and is shared out by the Chief

of the community among the members, who have nothing:tbut user

rights; iis a rule, one part of the prdduot is paid into the

common fund'and the other is used by each member Lto satisfy his

consumption needs. ■ This joint possession and this1 method of

development doubtless facilitate the collectivV efforts necessary

in-'land clearing'or in the production of certain crops j on the

other hand, they do little to promote1 personal interest and

effort, since there is no reason why anyone should grow more

than he needs, or invest in community land. In certain parts

of Africa "there" is a tendency for "this~ community agrarian

structure to disappear and be replaced by a system whereby land

is held by individual small families. This personalisation of

land ownership and farming methods seems, a oriori, more

favourable to agricultural development, since the individual

keeps the product of his work for his 01m use and that of his

family, excessive parcelling of the land may, however, go

against the concentrated farming necessary in the. case of certain
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■'■""'■ 26. Frequently*-too,-the occupation,.^\ &w vacant lots is

precarious, tut there is usually a-nominal owner,: nearly every

where tnereis a traditional owner,who in the-Ouolof and Serene

is known as the "Lamana". in such oases the,rent is nominal,

"kit the precariousness-^r the occupier'* rights results in un

stable farming and discourages initiative. .;v ■.

27*. ' There are also the beginnings of real land letting,

the relationship" between owner and tennct. varying according, to

local custom or usa&e." This system favours economic effort

to the extent that it assures the peasant a minimum of stability,

a continuity, and guarantees of action which-will enable him to

recuperate the price of his effort, particularly.in high-value

crops. " " ' ■•..■■*■■

28. Finally> with the framework of government prepared

infrastructures, particularly in irrigated lands,, there,is the

nucleus of a smaU settlement which offers the peasant, toother

with security of occupation,:. a minimum permanent interest In the

fruit of his e^ort.^'-Oocas^ionally, this settlement is; apoompanied

by ownership of a small property. In principle this structure

favours e'eononio development, particularly,when it is accompanied

V'a cooperative Organisation which mitigates the inconvenience

of small ownership- • •-- ■ ....

'"' ""'""'£$." Land reforms cannot easily be, .implemented by uniform

laws at government level because they must be adapted,, to, the

■ diversity of -situation, arising, from: the past an^to; gie diversity

of land uses which require diversified-structure, and farming

, methods. The reforms must, however, all. aiia at aseuring a producer

maximum'stability and income, if his effort is to be profitable.
■'■ ' : ° ■■'■'■■ ' ^ ■■ ■ ■ -Vuw ... ". . - .-....-■ . :

:BV Remuneration of man^effort:. The -price problem , .

50. The price:'pr6blem seems at .first ■glance to^.depend ex-

olusively on the economy* It-is, however, directly oom.epjed

social organisation and the psychology of the-producer.
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The latter is unlikely to extend his production "beyond his family

needsy to leave a, subsistence economy for a trade economy exoept

insofar as he gets.a sufficiently remunerative price for his

products. He may, however, work for certain specific purposes

such as to buy a head ^cattle* or l.in-cloths, or to get married}

then, as soon as he has achieved his objective, he will stop

working. If, on the other hand,;prices are attractive, they will

supply a powerful stimulus to.continuous work. The host of

middlemen in the trade circle, the inadequacy of small approaches

and the isolation of villages whic^ facilitate the speculations

of these middlemen, often weigh heavily,on the producer's prices.

In certain regions where there are several middlemen it is not

unusual to see production prices ±ise by 70 - 80 $ in 200 km.

■ 31. It is not enough, however, that prices should be

remunerative, they must also be stable and there must^be a

balance between these prices and. the prices of indispensable im

ported goods. An inorease of V>$ on the price of export'products

: So'ea not correspond to an, increase in purchasing power and'

does riot act as a: stimulus if at tjie same time the Prices of

■-imported goods, especially .foodstuffs which the peasant no ''

-longer^grows, having ..switched his production to export orops,

increases by 20#. There is, thus, a strict correlation between

the producers* remuneration and his psychological and social

reaotions. .

liiV Human investments, technical supervision and simulation

of rural communities.

3.2. In W same way, rural development is partly;linked

with, .changes in the social structure and in outlook.- -For a long

time it was thought that all that was neceeSaitf-to secure the

development:of; African oountries was to multiply investments,

-■ to extend infrastructure and to increase the number of technicians.

Certainly, this kind of economic action is the cornerstone of

■ development and is essential to the creation of conditions suitable

for the promotion of general progress. On its own, however, such
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action is inadequate to ensure development; real, definitive,

stable development can only be achieved if the African Masses

are aware of their responsibilities, adopt new standards and make
a personal effort. '

33. How is this effort on the part of the people to be.

stimulated, and how is it to be coordinated with the governments-

effort?. Community development endeavours to find a solution to

this problem. It is for this reason that certain, governments

seem, lio.be paying increasing 'attention to community development .'

as a method designed to integrate the efforts of rural people

.in the general development plan. Community development, eojnetiines
described as human investment, or the mobilisation of human

. resouroes, .or stimulation,- appears to be a means of contributing

to economic development.

■ : 34.. The two meanings of "human~ investment" should perhaps

*. specified.. The term may be used to describe "social invest
ments", such as investments in the field of health, education,

vocational training which are described as "non-productive"

consumer investments as opposed to."productive" capital invest

ments. Eecent studies have shown, however, that these social

investments contain both negative and positive^ factors and that

the positive factors exert a salutary influence on economic ' '

expansion. Better health increases the producer's output and

sometimes conditions economic development, the same is true.of

education and vocational tracing. To. a certain extent, too,

tetter housing, by stabilising the family, leads to an increase
in the worker's productivity.

Certain aspects of these social investments may, however,

be negative.from the economic: point of view: the growth in ' .

Population-resulting from improved health may lead to increased

une.ployment or underemployment, and'to a discrepancy between
.demographic growth and the increase c? .fc=i resources. Similarly
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if education, particularly fundamental education is ;ill-adapted to the

needs of the society, there is a danger that it will uproot the young

people and thereby hamper economic expansion.

35- In the last few years, however, the term "investissements

humains" has acquired a second meaning in Africa. Depending upon the policy

"investiHsements huniains" means stimulating man's effort, directing that

effort both to improving his living conditions and to general development

objectives, particularly the formation of public capital to. offset the

inadequacy of investments in productive oapital. As such, th«y £&y

contribm-feo t© ebonomio expansion*

First because it aims at encouraging Africans to change their

outlook and to adopt new standards of living and production. It endeavours,

through propaganda, to' instil new ideas into the poeple1 s, minds. .Then,

because it'endeavours to provoke personal effort and to. dire. c.t,; that effort

towards the real objectives of local,and general development. Finally,

because as a result of direct labour investment this effort should lead to

the formation of public and private capital.

36- This method^ however, involves a new approach to development

problems. Tqo often an the past attempts to promote rural development in

Africa were unsuccessful because they were considered from the technical or

financial angle exclusively, no attention being paid to the outlooks or reactions

of the people. This disregard of the social or psychological aspects explains

the failure of. cooperative movements, or of certain forms of farmer organizations.

37.- The mere technical regrouping of the rural communities, as in the

past, is hot sufficient? they must-also be "stimulated", that is to say,

they must-be- taught a sense of responsibility, of initiative and of personal

effort. These are two distinct functions,

38* Certain countries have decided to combine technical staffing and

stimulation, the technicians being both stimulators and extension workers in

their own field. There have been objections to this system: it has been

asserted that a person may be an excellent technician and a bad.psychologist,

andr that, as compared with the unity of needs of the family unit, work is

dispersed since there are too few technicians to allow them to waste a part

of their time on convincing the people before starting their effective work.
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39. Other countries, such as Ghana and Senegal, have

decicled to make two separate functions of technical supervision

and;stimulation "but to ensure that there is close liaision "between

the technical staff and the stimulators. The function of the.

stimulator of a community is primarily to act as a psychologist,

to advise the oommunity, to encourage initiative and effort and

to organise this, effort. In a word, his task is to provoke a

changed attitude and to prepare the ground psyohologioally for

the technician who can then do useful work without wasting his

time*

0, Urbanization,

40. Rural populations are often attracted to towns for

economic reasons. The disorepanoy between living conditions in

the town and those in the dountry, the existence of employment

opportunities and of market for important transactions) the

desire for occasional savings.

41. The economic conditions of this urban society exert

an internal and an external influence on the social structures.

Internal, by changing the traditional family unit. These change

factors are largely economic. It should be noted that the town

with its difficulties, does not favour traditional family li£e.

This is aooounted for by the small ratio (50 - 75 #) of women to

men in towns. For the same reasons, when there is a family,,

there are fewer children than in a country family. .j . .

. ., . 42. Under pressure of economic bircumstanoesj this unit

tends to progress from pojygafltf to monogamy* firstly because of

the high sum that has to be paid' a:s a "dot" and secondly because

of.the practical difficulties of urban life. Whereas, in rural

societies polygamy is a source of income, in the town the woman

is. an additional expense and it is not easy for her to contribute

to the.household needs. - : ■

43. Then, the family has difficulty in establishing itself.

The low salary paid to the unspacialised worker makes it difficult

for him to provide for the needs of his-family and the woman is
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who should be occupied to ruling the household is obliged to

««**o supplement the family income. She is no longer, as she

wa» in a rural scpiety,supported by the traditional background

where she was.helped by the other women of the community she has

.to face the difficulties of a life for whioh she has not been

trained. ..,,.■■. .

Consequently, she often has to *ake a job In' commerce whxoh

brings her,in a higher income than Her husband's and makes her

economically independent, with the result that she Teoomes

emancipated and gradually escapes from the customary subjeotxon.

in the same way, family authority and cohesion disintegrates and

the child, left to himself, acquires a liberty which he-does not

always use to the best advantage. If to this are added the

mobility of the worker, his tendency to absenteeism, whxoh -

diminishes his output and, consequently, his salary, the -

existence of social parasitism, which aggravates the financial

situation of the family, and accentuates the reasons for the

. family's disruption, the force of the disrupting elements in the

v town "becomes clear*

,44. The problem is to facilitate the adaptation of-the

taU|i»i establish it on new stable, individual basesWhioh will

take, the place of former traditional structure. This elective

m^be attained by educating thi woman, the pivot of the *«"*
unit, as has.been done in'social centres in the Congo (Leopoldville),

■ the Cameroon*, the Ivory Coast and Mali. Such educate Motion *

is -designed to accustom the woman to urban conditions by givxng

her instruction income econcmics.-nutrition, housing, hygiene^

and in how to use her resources most profitabix- tooth* way xs

, by setting the family in a district inhabited'by people of the

; sLe origL,cr..hetereogeneous district «ttj .-«»
in this way replacing traditional solidarity by ••Comraunxty of i

Finally, measures which facilitate economic relationships between

urban, families and their group of origin in the country, would

promote, this "balance. . ^
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45 • The influence of the towns extends., however, to the

periphery rural areas. The new ways of life and otf thinking

gradually penetrate the bush and encourage. migratio.na. Urbanization

and industrialisation haw .contributed to the decline,,., and in certain

pases the disintegration of the traditional social eyajbeo, even

in.r"bhe countryside. The appearance of modern, economic faotors

and stimulants, such as a money economy,, and the periodioal or-pro-

longed absence of. a considerable number of young people have upset

traditional Afrioan family life even in rural areas. ^LJving con

ditions in urban areas have, played a particularly important role

_.*3 pausing this, upset, Finally, by creating^a .new .relationship

between work, the family and, the community, urban influence has

accentuated the transformation qf ,the ..African social' structure*

D» IndUstrialisatibh and pfoletarisation

$6» Some people advocate rapid industrialisation as a solution

to^the problem of Africa's 'under-deveiopraent • 'Certainly,industrial

isation is to be desired, but it depends upon the resources of

the subsoil and energy possibilities. In addition, it raises

prb'blemff of equilibrium,' and here again one comes up against

ihe intea><LeJ)endence o^f ecoribmio and sociar factors. '"

■ ' :47» A first "point to'W remembered'is the necessity of

-finding a baiano^ between rural &n<iIndustrial development. Such

a balance appears feasible. Hural development may stimulate

industrial development' "whicH"in 'turn may complement rural

development with panufaoturijag industries,' partiouiarly of

agricultural products: rice husking' industries,*canning industries,

fruit-juice industries, starch-making industries, oil works, soap

faotories, woodworks etc-

From the social point of view, however, these faotories

should not b6 congregated in large groups for they might become

poles of attraction, to the detriment of the countryside* They

should, insofar as the industrial organisation permits, be
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deoentralised into small or medium sized units. The advantage

of the small and mediu-sized industry is obvious. They permit

easier symbiosis with the social background, and, contrary to

large industry particularly when coupled with urbanisation, they

' are not liable to' upset the balance with rural areas. Small

and medium—sized industries are much closer to the rural world*

They encourage cooperation "between the farmers and the factory,

particularly when period's of'activity in industry does not ooinoide

■fritt. those in agriculture} the farmers can work ok find gainful

'employment in the factory during the slack season without having

;to leave their homes or to be uprooted from their milieu.

They do: not :a6oentuate the social disequilibrium but, on the

'Contraryi make a positive contribution to raising standards.

48. Occasionally, however, large faotories are set up in

rural areas and it may be anticipated that as with, Fria in

Guinea, Edea in the Cameroons, the Copperbelt or Katanga these

industries will become poles cf attra.Qt.ion to the surrounding

oountryside* In such cases attention must, be gaid to the

social repercussions of industrialisation.. These repercussions

may be counteracted by a rational organiEationcj of. labour move

ment, by the maintenance of contact with,the community of origin

and with the land, and by the distribution of small family

gardens.

49* The location of large industry in a towrL>.;whlch may

also be a port, may have disastrous social consequencesunless

there are oorapensatpry elements.. It is olaimed that it supplies
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work opportunities and reduces unemployment. Hero, however,

there is a vicious circles often there is unemployment because

there is an industry, for the industry attracts people from the

country side and is rarely able to compensate for the rr.airploy-

ment it has caused. This situation becomes worse when the industry

is such that it does-, not'Offer regular: work.:. -.

50. The majority of the migrants attracted by industry

have no vocational qualification and their low'"'cultural level

makes it difficult to train them. They'therefore constitute

-the mass of unspecialized labour, whose incomes are low beoause

they are paid the minimum "basic salary. The insufficiency of

these inoomes ie aggravated by periods of unemployment as well

:as by the' fact that the ■individual is not'properly adapted

to city life. ' 'There-are varying estimates as to the'ratio of

these unqualified workers to the. salaried labour force as a '

whole, but it is thought to average 45""- 70 fa. This'labour

'force is essentially unstable;'it forms the mass of the floating

population, responding to an internal and external movement

and ohariging from dice factory to another as work opportunities

arise, -.hen they no longer'find any work and whr,n they have

equated all resources of customary hospitality, they return

t6 the1 village/ The^inadequacy of i;heir resources does not" '"'

enable them to lead a- norntal "family life. They are not pre-"

Spared either vocationally; socially of economically to assume

'individual responsibilities. Overcome by their difficulties,

they tend to break away from their traditional environment

and sooner or later become de-tribalised. This detribalisation,

which is not often counteracted by a new structure is accompanied

by proletarisation, a condition approaching that of the proletariat

in industrialised countries, .with^he. further disadvantage,

perhaps,that the break with the traditional background goes, even

deepBr. The instability of this labour force,.the lack..of .

specialisation and low salaries prevent productivity.from
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increasing as rapidly as may be desired. Low output is a -

concomitant of under-nourishment, of poor health conditions, of

inadequate education, of the moral upset of the individual

vis-a^vis niS traditional values, of his inability to adapt

himself to the. rhythm of modern production.

51* Higher salaries, the stabilisation of workers, the

provision of facilities such as housing at the place of work, or

of cooperative organisations designed to lower the cost of food,

and the promotion of medioal services in the factory, contribute

to offset the negative effects of industrialisation, to stabilise

the worker and his'Samily, and to raise his productivity. Kaay

enterprises have realised that such social action is profitable

from the economic point of view*

52. It also appears necessary, however, to direct the

migrant worker to those occupations for which he possesses special

aptitudes and give him accelerated vocational training. It is

also essential that professionally the worker should be linked

to and take his' part in a social group* ; ,.

■ 53. A last way of mitigating the social disturbance caused

by industrialisation in Africa is to reconstruct rural s.o«ie1jy and

make it more attractive and simultaneously to increase agricultural

and industrial productivity. In this way there will be a. labour

force available for the industrial seotor and rural development

will not be compromised.

III. PROBLEMS OF ADAPTATION

. ■ 54. This rapid description of certain economic and social

facts shows the importance of adaptation in the economic develop

ment of Africa: -the.adaptation of the social and family structures

to 'the new conditions created by technical progress, the'adaptation

of education to the exigencies of economic expansion, tha

adaption of the African to professional standards.
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. 55, The adaptation of traditional social structures, or

of new urban structures conditions the. success of the economic

action. The former gerontooratic, collegiate type .organizations,

whioh are not very susceptible to progress must be gradually re

placed, by "basic serai-democratic or democratic, or at least repre

sentative organisations in which the people w-ill have a share in

managing their community and thus acquire a sense of responsibility.

Ones© basic structures may be founded on a community of interests,

or on a pre-cooperative organisation.which will guide the peasants

to form economic federative unions, or on the organisation of

rural municipalities. They should not, however, reject those

traditional values, such as the sense of solidarity or those,

traditional institutions which may be adapted such as the.Vfoukou'

■ bu-ana* in Madagascar, for these values may serve as a support

^ r'for the changes, ■. - ' ° ■- • :: ■

56» In this new, or renovated context, the rural famil""

may effect its own adaptation and advance towards forming individual

family units. Without precluding the .sense of community./the

family may "become a production cell, compensating.the drawbacks

of peariition by oboperatiaag with neighbouring oells. TbisL.is

the system being followed by Senegal in its new rural development

policy. ' ■■ ■ : ■■-■.■.,."-■ ■ ■- ■ ■ .<■.'•■ ■-.■ ■

■ 57. As was pointed out above, the urban femiiy must be

halped to adapt itself to the special conditions* particularly

the economic conditions of city life. As urban society takes

roots materially and professionally the family will also.take root

and certain current problems will become less acute. ■ There is

reason to hope that in the reasonable future the small autonomous

unit of the western type family will become established and

standard. Furthermore, in the towns, social structures, founded

on economic and cultural rather than on tribal or racial differences

vjare emerging. This movement is particularly marked among th© upper

ciroles of the administrative, liberal and business professions,
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the members of which are tending to form a middle class. To

what"extent will; this development-spread to urban populations as

a whole? And how quickly will the Change take place? If the

unifying action of the urban crucrbll© is anything to go by* there

is reason to think that the change rwill occur fairly quickly.

58. Sconomic progress is conditioned by another type of .

■'■'" adaptation, that of education, educational methods and ourricula,

particularly with respect to primary education, imported intfr :

Africa from Surope have had positive aspects, but they have also

contained negative elements. The fact that there, have been positive

aspects for this education has made possible'the formation of an elite

who today"have';assumed or are assuming responsibility for.their

J■' ' countries» destinies. It has also trained the middle echelon

staff who are so essential to the eco4omio and social development

of Africa, This education, however, has not always been adapted

to the exigences of development. Particularly in rural areas,

~ L'':X'Viie school, Whose curriculum was too theoretic and whose philosophy

was too individualistic, often placed the African child in an

: ainbxguous position with re&ard to his family and social background

and with regard to that new, badly integrated institution, the

' ' school'. 'This lack of balance has played a part in cutiing the

child off from his environment, in imbuing him with a sense of

the inferiority of manual or agricultural labour and of the

ultimate superiority:of intellectual work. He considers the

diploma as a key enabling him to escape from the rural envixon-

'- ment, wAicn he regards-as a :.synotiyBi of mediocrity.. .

■"■■-■ 59; Similarly, because the curriculum for women was not

adapted^to AfricajTsnd'Scoial realities, women's education has

often stirred up African girls against their traditional baok-

ground and prepared thenr.for the dip'loina rather,than, to be a wife

ieo;v-':;'and mother, which is-the social mission of; every woman whether

:: she 3bins the elite of whether she .remains in her rural environment.
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60. It must be recognised, however, that for several years

efforts have ""been'1 macLe '; tq^sdapt b&cio education 'to . the exigencies

of Africa's social and economic development* -Those governments

which'have'attained independence are placing particular emphasis

on this educational adaptation, and it is interesting to follow

''the' attempts made'in'Upp^r .Volta for instance in this respect.

"6li Finally, there is .anoiiher^ type, of. adaptation which is

essential to the success o£ economic development - vocational

adaptation! the adaptation ,of the peasant to new,fa rming tech

niques^ to modern methods of orgariisine, the farming profession:

the adaptation, of the 'wo^kerjto industrial vocations and parti

cularly to production rhythjrg.-, to the pressing needs of productivity

and to technical methods. The adaptation of psycho—technical

methods to Africa and the development of accelerated training

methods must allow for this vooational adjustment. Finally, the

vocational associations and trade unions while instituting a new

solidarity between members of the same profession have a leading

role to play in the voeational education of salaried workers.

Vocational training is QGaf.iiiia,! to the formation of workers*

elite which in turn is indispensable to the economic development

of African countries.

IV. SOCIO-SCONOiJlIC STUDIES

62. This brief outline of the social aspects of economic

development in Africa, defines the range of socio-economic studies

which it would be interesting to undertake with a view to specifying

the inter—dependence of economic and social facts*

i) Study on the motives in economic development

ii) Study on the influence of transport development on
social, cultural and economic ^ansfcmation

iii) Study on migrations

iv) Study on money as a social and economic transformation
faotor
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v) Study on transformation of traditional, social and
;..!: .-.-. economic structures in connexion with economic

development

vi) Study on the relationships between agrarian structures
and man's effort

vii) Study on the contribution of community development to
urban and industrial development

viii) Study on.the' contril^ution of community development
to .economic development - ■

ix) Study on: the bas'iG structures in economio development

l x) Study on the economic aims of education "

-■ xi) Study on the developnient of productivity from the
point of view of vocational adaptation.




